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5 ways Wilmington Trust is changing the game for plan sponsors, advisors and 

recordkeepers

Wilmington Trust’s new boardingpass Participation Agreement Application is a new solution that digitizes 
the retirement plan onboarding process and creates a simplified experience for plan sponsors, advisors 
and recordkeepers to effectively manage their participation agreements.

More plan sponsors, advisors and recordkeepers are recognizing the importance of adding collective 
investment trusts (CITs) investment options to their plans. In an effort to make CITs more accessible to 
a larger proportion of the U.S. workforce, and as a leading trustee in the CIT market, Wilmington Trust 
continually innovates to make CIT choices more available and transparent.

Read on to learn about the groundbreaking features of the all-new boardingpass solution. 

Increasing access to CITs through our new onboarding process

As a leading trustee in the CIT market, Wilmington Trust continually innovates to make CIT 
choices more available and transparent. 

The use of CITs recently exceeded that of mutual funds in 401(k) plans with over $1 billion in 
assets, according to BrightScope.* But what about retirement plans below that level? The 
industry must innovate to make additional retirement investment strategies available to them.

 Boardingpass has the potential to revolutionize how the retirement industry engages with CITs 
and provides these investment vehicles to plans.

Innovating a solution for digital world

Boardingpass intends to drive greater inclusivity in the retirement industry by transforming the 
onboarding process. Instead of having to manage paperwork that can be prone to mistakes 
and require an average of a week or longer to submit and approve, sponsors, advisors and 
recordkeepers can use this secure, web-based digital platform to perform these same tasks 
within as little as a few hours.

Boardingpass acts as a central hub for all plan information. It empowers users to complete work 
on their own that traditionally required time-consuming interaction with other stakeholders. 

 The tool also utilizes a unique retail-like look and feel that reflects the best user-experience 
features from digital platforms we all use every day. This will speed up adoption, even for users 
who are less technologically inclined.
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Innovation takes flight for collective investment trusts in retirement plans

*Source: The BrightScope/ICI Defined Contribution Plan Profile: A Close Look at 401(k) Plans, 2018, published July 2021

https://www.ici.org/system/files/2021-07/21_ppr_dcplan_profile_401k.pdf


Wilmington Trust is a registered service mark used in connection with various fiduciary and non-fiduciary services offered by certain subsidiaries of M&T Bank 
Corporation Wilmington Trust N.A. Collective Investment Funds (“WTNA Funds”) are bank collective investment funds; they are not mutual funds. WTNA Funds 
and units therein are exempt from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. Investments 
in WTNA Funds are not deposits or obligations of or guaranteed by Wilmington Trust, and are not insured by the FDIC, the Federal Reserve, or any other 
governmental agency. WTNA Funds are commingled investment vehicles, and as such, the values of the underlying investments will rise and fall according to 
market activity; it is possible to lose money by investing in the WTNA Funds. Participation in Collective Investment Funds is limited primarily to qualified retirement 
plans and certain state or local government plans. Collective Investment Trust Funds may also be suitable investments for participants seeking to construct a well-
diversified retirement savings program. Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of any pooled investment fund carefully 
before investing.

Investments: • Are NOT FDIC-Insured • Have NO Bank Guarantee • May Lose Value
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Plan advisors embrace process automation

For plan advisors, boardingpass reduces mistakes and saves time in important ways. The tool 
automatically pulls key retirement plan data from among the thousands of plans in the IRS Form 
5500 database and prepopulates the proper form fields to ensure accuracy. It also prepopulates 
any special share classes or specialty accounts relevant to a plan. These features enable the advisor 
to focus more quickly on CIT fund selection. With the click of a mouse, fund requests can be sent in 
real time to recordkeepers and plan sponsors.

Recordkeepers discover new capabilities

Recordkeepers can use boardingpass to efficiently organize and track numerous fund requests. 
They can sort and filter by all pertinent variables, including fund name, family, CUSIP and others. 
The tool also streamlines the information collection process by automatically flagging missing or 
inaccurate data. The recordkeeper then can quickly alert the advisor via boardingpass to address 
any issues in the tool instead of waiting days or weeks for documents to pass between parties.

Plan sponsors engage with time-saving tools

Similarly, plan sponsors gain the benefit of real-time information sharing and a digital connection 
to critical service providers. They, too, can organize and track all fund requests pending approval 
and sort them by plan name, recordkeeper, advisor firm or even advisor name. At a glance, they 
can see fund requests that require action, such as a missing signature, and quickly manage them. 
Boardingpass also enables them to electronically approve fund requests and sign participation 
agreements (using industry-standard DocuSign technology), eliminating the time needed to share 
paper documents. The tool even automatically generates PDF files of signed documents and stores 
them for retrieval.

Innovative digital solutions like Wilmington Trust’s boardingpass take an important step  
in future-proofing enhanced CIT options for retirement plans—a step that will undoubtedly  
be followed by many others to meet the needs of all stakeholders. 

Go to the wilmingtontrust.com/boardingpass for more information or to request a demo.
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http://www.wilmingtontrust.com/boardingpass

